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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the problems of the quasi-steady

matter-antimatter boundary layers discussed in Klein-Alfvén's

cosmological theory, and a crude model of the corresponding

a balance is presented:

(i) At interstellar particle densities, no well-defined boundary

layer can exist in presence of neutral gas, nor can such

a layer be sustained in an unmagnetized fully ionized

ambiplasma.

(ii) Within thu limits ci" applicability of the present model,

sharp] y defined boundary 7.ayers aru- under certain conditions

found t c exist in a magnetized imbiplasma. Thus, at beta

values less than unity, a steep pressure drop of the

low-energy cöBponents of matter and antimatter can be balanced

by a magnetic field and the electric currents in the

ambiplasraa.

(iii)The boundary layer thickness is of the order of

?x - 10/BT meters, where B is the magnetic field

strength in MKS units and T Q the characteristic

temperature of the low-energy components in the layer.
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I. In t rod u».*y i on

SOBI* twenty years ago Klein D-*-**] put forward a theory on the

developmenr of the metagalaxy, being symmetric with respect to'

the contetits of matter and antimatter. This approach was further

developed by Alfvén and Klein |_5j and Alfv^n £fi] who stressed

that, dm*ing the present state of the metagalaxy» there mwst

exist regions containing nwrtter.or antimatter- toeing separated by

thin sheaths. Consequently» such sheaths beeorae a crucial part

of the theory. It was suggested that they should have the for»

of "Leidenfrost11 layers contairing energetic particles being

created by annihilation reactions.

An "ambiplasma", i.e. a mixture of ionized matter and

antimatter, is a system with many degrees of freedom containing

light and heavy particles of both polarities. The detailed

ambiplasma balance in a boundary layer separating matter froia

antimatter thei^efore becomes a more complex question than similar

problems In an ordinary plasma. The purpose of the present paper

is merely to outline this balance, as well as to give crude

estimates of the data of matter-antimatter sheath models.
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2. Basic Concepts

2.1. Basic Payawetey Data

In the analys of a hydrogen ambiplasma, six types of

particles have in principle to be specified, namely four low—energy

components consisting of protons* antiprotons, positrons and

electrons, as well as two high-energy components consisting of

positrons and electrons. In this paper we use subscripts <-> and-

( ) for heavy and light particles» superscripts ( ) and C ) for

polarity, and a. circumflex ( ) on top of a letter for the

high-energy components. W^ also intro«iuee subscript ( ) as a

common symbol for all these notations.

When an electron anJ a. positron annihilate each other»

there are usually emitted two photons with an energy of about

0.5 MeV each. The annihilation of a proton by an antiproton

yields, on the average, two electrons and two positrons which

share an energy of about 100 KeV, whereas the rest of the released
-1 "*energy is radi-ited away. Cor.ienweritly» the part Q - 2 * 10

joules of the released energy remains with charged particles,

i.e. with the high-energy components, and the rest of this energy

leaves the ambiplasma. The cross sections of the annihilation

reactions just mentioned are nearly equal, and the corresponding

reaction rate becomes a = 10 m"/s in the first approximation.

Concerning the low-energy components in interstellar space»

we follow Alfven [sj and assume a part i c Le density of the order

of ny * 1C
B rti"

3,

2.2. Basic Equations

The macroscopic fluid equations of a steady, fully ionized

and magnetized ambiplasma will be adopted here, their applica-

bility being disc;uf»aed to oome extent in Section 3. The balance

of particles is expressed by

div(nvvv) = sv CD



where v is the fluid veloci ty of the v-th type of part icle

and S stand» for the rate of -loss of particles by annihilation

as well #s for the • rate of'change of high-energy into

particles by Coulomb collisions.

Further, the balance of momenturat is determined by

where

type,

and

= n

q are the mass and charge of the v-th particlem

p = n kT^ with T , as the corresponding temperature,

E and 15 are the electric and magnetic fields» and F stands

for the effects of momentum exchange and loss produced by Coulomb

collisions including the Nernst effect, as well as by annihilation

reactions.

Finally, the heat balar.er is expressed by

(pvvv) + P vdiw v -

J

where % stands fox1 the effective heat conductivity» R for

the radiation losses, Q for the heat production by annihilation»

Cy for heat transfer by Coulomb collisions, and J for Ohmic

heating.
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In addition» the condition £fltvnv = 0 of quasi-neutrality

has to be satisfied.

The detailed Forms of S y, *v» ly» Qv, C^f and Jy for tim

various particle types will not be 'given Jt«re» but we shall return

to part of the set of equations (D-C3) later in this paper.

Here we only specify the rate

= <ffi.vwvv> =

of Coulomb collisions between light ^tlcles &t the temperature
—f* *? % i *y

f , where k * 10 m K /s and Å is the ratio between the

Debye distance and the impact parameter. Further, for positrons

and electrons the radiation losses are mainly given by {Yj

wnere superscript ( "> indicates the two alcernatives ( ) or

( ) henceforth, Z is the charge number, k. s 1.7 10 Wm /K
- 2 M- ? 2represents Bremsstrahlung, and kv, - S..3̂ 1(1 Am /Vs K stands

for cyclotron radiation.
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3. C^neral Conditions for Boundary Layer Formation•

Before attempting special models of matter-antiasatter

boundary layers» we have to exaMine the general caftditioris for ""

such an approach. Thus, the boundary layers have to beeoise

sufficiently narrow» such as not to release excessive amounts of

annihilation energy within large volumes. Also the conditions •

of particle, momentum» and heat balance of the layers should be

satisfied, preferably under quasi-steady conditions.

3.1. The State of lonizatlon

The first of the basic questions concerns the presence of

neutral gas. This question is also related to the pressure balance

problem treated later in Section 3.2.1. The penetration length

of fast neutrals into a plasma of average density n and

teiitpéi/ätulfc: in the i'cuige 3 * 10 < T < 10 K l>eCu!fasä |J>J

where l/o f - 3 * IG
4* m for hydrogen and helium. Adopting

the density value n - 10 m of Lnrerstellar space mentioned

in Section ?.l. the penetration length thus oeof>me&

^i; ~ 3 x 10 m. This length increases rapidly as T decreases

below 3 > 10+ K.

Consequent.1 y, in cacaz where Iai-|re <:io\ids ot ticutral matter

and antimatter should be prevented t m m penetr«if.ing each other,

two adjacent 'regions of ionv^ed mattvr diid Hntimatter ha.ve to

satisfy the following condi .. "• o UP. ;

(i) The depth of each region fcnoula be auLshunt Laxly larger

•han Lnf .

(ii) The pl^sTia t'-'inperaf ure within t K-'" rogdon;; of'/juld he kept

high enough lor a fully j.oni.7.&<1 f̂ tace to b» sustained.
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3.2." Thé; Pre-ssoy<& Balance • • ' • - -- - - • • - --

For thin boundary layers to exist» £* is necessary that

and opposite partial pressure gradients of »ätter awl antiiastter

are established in the layers. It Is not obvious that sych a

situation earn, or has to be provided by H constant total

Ef>y within the boundary region»

3.2.1. Illl§RS§iG_ADS«Rceof ̂.Magnet ic_£lg Jd

In absence of a Magnetic field we consider the simple case of

two species (j) and (?J moving at the mutual velocity

v,2 and exchanging momentum at the rate o1? -
 <0i2%*~>2>*

where o-.̂  ai*d w, _ are the corresponding cross section and

thermal velocity. A pressure gradient

~ nln2p12-12

can then be sustained In the fluid of species (-,) and vice

versa. To make the characteristic distance P-»/[̂ piI °f the

pressure comparable to a given dimension L^ , like that of the

boundary layer thickness, it is then required that

V12/W12

for two species with nearly the same particle masses and tempera-

tures. Supersonic flow Is of minor interest in this connection.

Consequently, eq. (8) indicates that substantial pressure drops

can only be sustained by subsonic flow across the distance L-

when the mean free path 1/n2°12 is m u c h s r a a ll e r t n a n t h e layer

thickness L^ . This result has the following consequences:
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(i) In the case of a purely n» trtrai or partially Ionized

interstellar gas, account has to toe f«fce«, both of the

neutral penetration process described in Section 3*1 and

of the fact that the collision cross sections between neutral

particles are of the order of 10 m » It is evident

that well-defined and narrow boundary layers wit» large

partial pressure drops cannot exist tuMlex* sach circumstances

at densities of the order of 10 m

(ii) In the case of a fally ionised aafeiplasma» the Coulomb cross

sections of encounters between light- particles are of the

order of 2 x to"9/T7 m2. With T x io5 and 1012 K of

the low- and high-energy components» respectively» sharp

boundary layers cannot be formed at such densities in fully

Ionized ncn-magnetized plasisas either»

3.2.2. Balanc§_>in_Presence_of _a_Magnetic_Fie Id

Fro» the discussions of the previous section it is clear that

the mean free paths in the interstellar gas are too long for a

pressure balance to be sustained in narrow boundary layers merely

by collisional drag forces. However» In presence of a magnetic

field being parallel with the layer surfaces, such a balance

becomes possible in a fully Ionized plasma. Then, large partial

pressure gradients can be balanced by the magnetic field» and

need not cancel each other through the condition tp - cora*t.

In the case of a strong magnetic field IJ the macroscopic

approach of eqs. (l)-(3) should also be valid with respect to the

directions perpendicular to B . For a well-expressed quasi-steady

pressure balance of this type» two conditions have at least to

be satisfied*.

2
<i) The beta values gy = 2yQpv/B should be less than unity.

(ii) The Larmar radii a^ should be small compared to the

characteristic macroscopic dimensions L. .
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3.3

It was concluded In Sections 3.1 and 3-»t that the plasma has

to be fully ionized »ithin regions of sufficiently large dimensions

to prevent neutral gas fros reaching the boundary layers where •

annihilation takes place, To sustain such a stat*- without external

heat sources» the h#at prodvetioit by annihilation has at l«?ast

to cover the radiation losses of the fully ionized plasaa* We new

define W as the thickness of the boundary layer

(the annihilation region) and L as the average thickness of

the adjacent fully ionized »atter and antimatter region** Then

the total heat production exceeds the total radiation loss when

e = L ER /U iq < 1 (3)
C V» i> X V

This condition is necessary but r.ot sufficient for sustaining

fully ionized regions» because *he heat produced by annihilation

also has to b«» transferred by Coulomb collisions fro» the

high-ererjgy +o the low-energy electrons and positrons. This

transfer has the efficiency

f. = 3kTp(n* + n~Hn* + n">/?Qon*nT (10)

where 0 = p(T) in eq. fE*>* and T stands for a typical

temperature of the hi^h-energy component.

Finally, the transferred heat has to be conducted across the

magnetic field, to sustain a fully ionized state in the jnatter and

antimatter regions on both sides of the boundary layer.

Alternatively, when this condition cannot be fulfilled» electric

currents or other heat sources have to provide full ionization

within the matter and antimatter regions.
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tfodél

e«J fully ieiiizf»4 boundary layer _<?_f katter and,-,;

émm* siwil-srities .with tH# :pa#f iall-y' i-ofi'Stee l*y#r

*»; iigpersreable. pX&sma fno&L a xie*»tj«ai-, gas -CO'*' i R

that two. states of »atter are separated tey^a

B«. On the other - hétnd» the ,dif ft»si-eri
ass/the, $ö4ii»ces- and ̂  $Inks, of particles - ai»d t&t

".anre "different" "in these'two systems. Here a± team's "are made to.'*-"

^ system* In th«'model all pl^swa quantities .are as§uae4 to bc.r,.t",-

'fööctriör.s öf x 'in a'rectangular frå»€ xyz t and there is a' -

Ttcqaô eneotie' fi«M B along" z /'.Further," the system is - as® ISMK!
to b$t symmetric around x - 0 , with matter at x » - ». and ';

antimatter at x's + * . Classical diffusion is asstasied as a"*'
wcrrking hFPö*^esifi» hut at least so»e Of the possibly arising '\
anoisaloas effects may be included in the theory in an empirical'
way- • ' "

.We first point out that the purpose of this analysis is tö..-

study the spatial distributions of the main plasma bodies

.consisting öf safter m\å ant i* rtter, wher^ these bodi.es are to he.

separated in space by the confining Affects of the magnetic

and not by the partial pressures of the high1 energy components.

Thus, 'the behaviour* of the low-eBfrgy -compor. Tts is öf mmn

interest here» whereas only a few general f€ twee, of the

high-energy components need to be <*nalysef! fesr this purpose.

• 1. The Hi gh-Er;fcr

On account of the smell pat-t icle mass and the temperature of

the high~ftiwrgy components» their 45ffuuior rate across a strong

magnetic field should o«<:ome small in cases where the^e is no • "'

excessive increase ir. +hin r^tt by anomalous effects. In this

section the correspond Irs g diffusion velocity is thus neglected. '
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Combining expressions (1) for the high-energy electrons and

and' introducing the' quantity . '"•

M - <n* + nf)p/«x (11)

the high-energy component densities . n- and n _ - become

4--*- i **-

n* = - 7(n* + N)

In terms of the low-ejiergy cesMponeivt densities .fjt , nT » »I1.»
» ' ' ' ' 11 • '

n . At temperatures of the high-en«rgy compcrn«nt above 10 K

we have p/« ^ 0,03 an<3 the contribution ff»c«Bj M in eq. (12>

therefore becomes saal l , k gttälitative ^mtline sf the density

clistrlbutionö i s given in Fig.l where the qyasi-neutrality

conditiori also- has been included. Especially -at the' centre x *• 0

i t i s easily seen from ^ymmetry reasons - that- n* * nt and ••

n s n . If» in addition» n. arid n. are of the same
åar Jf ' it ^ '

order as n 'and n * all quantities «; » tu , n ,• ""
«̂ will become comparabi© at x - 0#
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Neglecting oh»le heating by electric currents, as well as

diffusion» heat conduction, and a&iaMtie expansion,- the heat -

balapce equation (3) yields "

- CT * d = 0 '' (13)

where t - d*""} 1' 2
 ATiå

*• x _ f*<J _ 4 •* i »»*T

a - n }* Jca(*5 + n ) •» k.,3^}

b - kK.:
2(ii* + iC)n*"~ ' (15)

c = aOntri" " " flö)

a 7 )

Especially at the centre x = 0 of the boundary layer»

combination with the result of Section H.I.I yields

d/et = 2kc /<XQT = 2f b/3 -- 1 0 3 / T (18)



*" + - "* in
according to eq. <10). #ith Tg - t" > 10* K, It Is then seen

that- f^ <•< 1 which laplies that only a small fraction of the

released annihilation energy is transferred to the low-energy

component by isear.s of Coulomb collisions. In this case it Is

also possible to neglect d in eq. (13), i.e.

(19)

Introducing nv<x = 0? s n Q expressions <l*)-<lfi) yield

(x s 0) « 0.5 x lO1^/!). + 10Xi(&//no)3 K <20)

where the last term within the square bracket V3 due to cyclotron

radiation. When the latter is negligible compared to the atmihi- ,

lation rate at % = Qt n central temperature .of about 5 x 10"'K

is reached for the high-energy

The Low*- C

According to Fig.l the regions x « 0 and 5l >> 0

mainly consist of matter and ant.inwtter low-energy components,

respectively. Annihilation reactions» the formation of large

täens-ity gradients of the low-epergy comp&neBt's f and the creation

of high-energy particles are iaainly .taking place in the boundary

layer, i»e. within a distance %b from the pjan# x = 0*
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From e<|. (3) an uppe*» limit T of the electTon and
^ *r eir*ax

positron temperatures can be obtained by neglecting all lo&ses

except those due to radiation and heating of matter and antimatter

diffusing into the boundary layer* This loss is equated to the

rate of heat transfer fro® the high-energy components. The latter
" 1 1have a temperature T = 5 * 10 K according to Section t.1.2.

Thus,

where

I / O ? + - - - 5 • —

l s k b z ( n i * n i ) n
e

/ 2 ( J <
ö

n , B + ^ " i 1 1 ! 5 ( 2 2 >

T, * fccn(n* + njnj(?jl/i Ck n B* • akntu,) (23J

t». 2.2. The ̂.Prf gswe. IfliSSf

fop the diffusion of low-energy matter Into antimatter and vie©
versa, a crude first approach is now {&ade as follows:

(i) The low-energy matter1 andi aritijaattsr denaities are assumed

to h® n^ z n. ̂ i C ana ö s nt « n , f.@* we neglect "
• tJ»« diff«f*cmee« • ft, - ft" *n<S r»T - n- • d«« t© th«

i e i e

of the high-njiorgy components as well ris those which arise ir

an anbiplas;ma due to the presence of several particle species
of *>oth polarities.
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(Ii) With respect to the pressure-driven diffusion of matter across

the magnetic field B , there are two regions, (T) and (II) ,

the solutions in which have to be matched at the interface

x = 0. In region CD defined by x < 0 the annihilation

reactions are neglected» and a quasi-neutral matter plasma

having the average temperature T is diffusing in the

positive x direction to compensate for the losses of matter

caused by annihilation, In region (II) defined toy x > &

also an antimatter plasma of density n ~ const, is present,

and the matter plasma having the average temperature T

diffuses here towards the positive % direction» under the

simultaneous action of annihilation reactions. The pressure-

-driven diffusion of antimatter leads to an analogous situation

with respect to the reversed x direetic-*. •

With these simplification:- eqs*(l) and £2) of the low-energy

matter components reduce and combine to

, /0 dn
>

T / 2 k k
n
 ( 2 S )

v • is the diffusion velocity and k = 129(inA) as

given by Spitzer \B} . We introduce n £ n (x * 0), match the

densities n and particle fluxes n v „ of the solution© of

eq» (25) at the interface x = Qf and obtain

%o • & - * £ - ttjij*'*!1'* in »eglon (I)



nno/no = ( ^ " 2 } i n r e g i o n ( I I ) (2?)

where

"ao— *o' <28^

Since we expect T << *"̂  it is seen from e<js. {26> and

(27) that the matter density decreases slowly ii> the x direction

of region (I), and then has a steep descent in region (II> within

a distance x . In the present simplified model the boundary

layer thickness thus becomes 2x. » 2x% dS given by eq. (28>*

Anomalous diffusion should increase x^ , which cifect can be

taken into account in a semi-empirical way by iijereauing the

equivalent value of k in eq. (28), It should finally be

observed that x^ is a slow function of T and becomes nearly
o o

independent of n when n „ anå n are of the same
o rart ao

order of magnitude.

M.3, A WuBierieal Example

The present theory is now illustrated by a numerical example

where a characteristic density n * n - 10 m of the
mo ap

low-energy components is assunied» as well as a magnetic field
strength I * 10 tesla. Then» eq. C20) yields a temperature
A 11
Te * 5 x 10 K of the high-energy components. According to eqs,
(2X)-(23> this leads to an upper temperature limit Tejaax

 2 1 0 "Of tlie low~enet»gy co^>onentss where n/n stands för the
between the Mgh* and low-energy component densities» Further»

tq* C28) yields a layer thickness %o * $ * 10 /f^ m, the «ax£ittunt
o
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beta value becomes 3 3 ~ 10~ T , and the ratio between the

maximum ion Larmor radius and the layer thickness is

aimax/xo = 3 x 10~ ? o^ ^ *
 I n r e § i o n (I*> f a r a w a v froiR t h e

boundary layer, ther^ is only heat input into the plasma by thermal

conduction from the boundary layer» and the average temperature Tw

is therefore expected to become several orders of magnitade smaller

than T, . Finally, the efficiency of transfer of annihilation

energy to the low-energy electrons and positrons defined by

eq* (10) becomes ffc = if)~
3n/n in the boundary layer.

Consequently, from the present example the matter and antimatter

densities are expected to vary slowly in the w/'.ons far away fi*oiB

the boundary layer, and should drop steeply wiv*iin the sasm layer
•t

which has a characteristic thickness of the order of x = 10 a
5 8 °

when 10 < T^ < 10 K. Further» with the present data
a 4 « ^ * x« • Concerning the beta value, the situation becomes

soaewhat critical, and a pressure balance by a magnetic field

B a 10 tesla at a density n = 10 m~ should only exist

when To 4 10 K. Possibly excitation radiation and bremsstrahlung

from small amounts of heavier elements, as well as losses due to

anomalous diffusion, may lower the temperature T »
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5. Conclusions

The present paper rather serves the purpose- of outlining the

problems associated with the amblplasma balance of quasi-steady

mat ter-intImatter boundary layers than of presenting a rigorous

theory. Thus, the present cr.jde model hjis to be improved by

taking in"""o account the full quasi-nectral ambiplastna equations

of the particle, momentum, ar»d heat balance, and fcy discussing »ore

in detail the possible influence of intxabilitios, anomalous

transport phenomena, and impurities in a hydrogen ambiplasma.

Provided that thin does not change the essential features of th@

presents results, the following conclusions can be drawn about the

existence' of matter-antimatter boundary layers in interstellar

space:

(i) The hydrogen afflbiplasiaa has to be treated as a mixture of

six speci«s, including a high-energy component consisting of

electrons and positrons as well as a low-energy component

consisting of protons» antiprotons, electrons, and positrons»

(ii) Åt interstellar particle densities, no well-defined boundary

layers are likely to exist in presence of neutral gas, nor

should such layers be sustained in an unmagnetized fully

ionized ambiplasma by the frictional drag between the

species»

(iii)On the other hand» sharply defined boundary layers should

under certain conditions exist in a magnetized ambipiasma.

The fully ionized regions, being Biainly occupied by low*-energy

matter and antimatter, then have to extend over distances being

large compared to the penetration length of fast neutral

particles. Further» the magnetic field should be strong enough

for the beta value and the relative magnitude of the ion l&vmoT

radius to be les& than unity in the boundary layer. In such

a case steep pressure drops of low-tciergy matter and

antimatter can be balanced in the boundary layer by the

magnetic field and the electric plasma currents, but not by,

tfte partial pressure gradients of the fcigh-imergy componentsV
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(iv> The boundary layer thickness is of the order of
1/2

2xQ = 1 0 / B T Q meters, where T is a characteristic

temperature value of the low-energy components in the layer-

Thus, x becomes approximately independent of the

particle density and is a slow function of temperature In

the range 105 < T < 108 K. With B « 10"8 tes^a the layer
7

thickness becomes about 2x = 10 »eters» which corresponds

to a thin and well-defined transition region between matter

and antimatter under eosmical conditions.
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Figure^ CapT._Jor.

Fig.l. Crude outline of boundary Layer separating roatrer from

antimatter- in the case of a fully Ionised air.bipiasina, situated

In a strong magnetic field B. Matter and antimatter diffuse

from each of the legions x •'< 0 apd x >> 0 towards the

central plane x = 0, to compensate for the loss of particles

due to annitulatlor. In the layer defined by -x^ < x < x^.
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ABSTRACT

This paper outlines the problems of the ijvasi-steady-,

matter-antisätter boundary* layers discussed in KleiivAlfvén.1

cosmological theory, and a crude model of the corresponding

balance is presentedt

Ci> At interstellar particle densities» rx> well-defined bouno'iry

layer car; exist ir, presence of neutral gas» nor- can such

a Layer be sustained Ir» an u^Kagnetizc-d fully ionized

ambiplasm&.

(5,i) yith.in the limits of applicability of the present model»

sharply defined boundary layers are undo** certain conditions

fownd tö exist in a magnetized atihiplaswa. Thus» at beta

values less titan unity, <* oteep pressure drop of the

low-energy coraponesnts of »Ättfåi* and antimatter can be

by a »agnetic field and the electric currents in the

ambiplasma.

The boundary layer- thickness is of the order of

2x a 10/BT meters, where B is the magnetic field

streagths in KKS units and T the elharacteristic

temperature of the low-energy f:o*ponente in the

I>eidenfrosi layers, boundary layers.


